Ground-based Fabry-Perot interferometers located at Thule, Greenland (76.5°N, 69.0°W, A=86°) and at Sendre Strvmfjjord, Greenland (67. The observed temperatures are significandy greater than those predicted by the mass spectrometer/incoherent scatter model f_ high activity conditions. Theoretical analysis based on the NCAR TIGCM indicates that the antisunward upper thermospheric winds, driven by upstream ion drag, basically "coast" across the polar cap. The relatively small changes in wind velocity and direction within the polar cap are induced by a combination of forcing terms of commensurate magnitude, including the nonlinear advection term, the Coriolis term, and the pressure gradient force term. The polar cap thermospheric thermal balance is dominated by horizontal advection, and adiabatic and conduction terms. 
Introduction
The wind and temperature structure of the Earth's upper thermosphere has been the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental investigations over the past 20 years, and many aspects of the climatology of this region of the atmosphere have been revealed. Measurements from the Dynamics The geomagnetic control of the polar cap winds is much more evident for the solar maximum case shown in Figure 7 .
During high levels of solar activity, the mean polar cap winds increase from near 200 m s"t for Kp=l to near 800 m s "t for Kp The outer circle is at 70°geomagnetic latitude. The boRom panel shows the solar EUV flux activity index FlO.7 variations during this period and highlights the duration of each particular observing period (shaded regions). The number of nights included in each average is given just above and to the right of each polar dial (first number for Thule, second number for Sendre Strcmfjord).
The data illustrate the gross year-to-year dependence of polar thermosphere dynamics in magnetic polar coordinates.
rotation as the air crosses the polar region. Such a rotation is consistent with the effects of corotation, although the direction of flow is known to be a strong function of the IMF orientation (see below).
The differences between the two data sets shown in Figure 6 and 7 are striking and indicate that the polar thermosphere is much less responsive to changes in geomagnetic forcing at solar minimum than it is at solar maximum. Figure 8 ). The number of nights included in each average is given just above and to the right of each polar dial (first number for Thole, second number for Scmdre Stremfjord). Figure 9 imply strong influence by the dawn ion convection cell. excess of 1600 K at solar maximum. The large amount of dayto-day variability evident in these data is primarily due to the effects of geomagnetic activity.
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3.4.
To provide an improved and more quantitative description of polar cap temperature variations, we have used all available temperature measurements and have binned the data according to FIO.7 and Kp indices. Figure 11 shows the results of two a) zs00 such binning exercises.
In Figure lla , hourly-averaged temperature observations are plotted against FIO.7 for the 2oo0 specific level of geomagnetic activity denoted by Kp=3. Thus we have attempted to remove the geomagnetic activity effect _ is00 to focus on the purely solar activity dependence. The data _-show a positive correlation as expected, but with significant _ io00 variability.
A straight-line regression analysis gives a temperature T defined by T (K)= 836 + 3.1 F10.7 (R=0.68). _" so0 The variability about this line is presumably due to dynamical effects (diurnal, lMF-dependent effects, etc. ) such as those 0 discussed by McCormac et al. [1988] , as well as due to the known inadequacy of the proxy indices to provide quantitative measures of activity levels, b)
Figure l lb depicts the more purely geomagnetic activity 3ooo dependence. In this plot, we have selected data within a sinai] range of FIO.7 values and have plotted the data as a function of 2500 Kp. The regression line here yields a value of T given by T(K) 20oo =1215 + 7.77 Kp (R=0.36).
The temperature shows a relatively weak positive correlation with geomagnetic e tso0 activity as denoted by Kp. We note the lower value of the E correlation coefficient and the large degree of variability about _ 10o0 the regression line.
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Plate I provides an overview of the entire database of temperatures plotted as functions of F lO.7 and ap in a twodimensional format. The linear geomagnetic index ap has been used here instead of K# to facilitate comparison with the mass spectrometerfmcoherent scatter (MSIS-90) empirical model. The data of Plate 1 have been binaveraged, interpolated to eliminate missing data, and smoothed. In this manner, we have reduced the degree of variability in the data in order to provide a smooth representation of the average dependence of polar cap temperature to geomagnetic and solar activity, ranging from solar minimum to solar maximum and from extremely quiet to extremely disturbed geomagnetic conditions. Over 40,000 individual observations were used to generate this image. Plate lb provides a comparison with the At solar maximum ( Figures  12a and 12b At solar minimum (Figures  12c and 12d) , the force balance Figure 14 shows the results of these calculations for solar minimum ( Figure  14a ) and solar maximum ( Figure  141>) In the case of the solar maximum trajectories, the parcels came from the dawn sector. As can be inferred from the spacing of the hour markers on the trajectories, much of the acceleration of the air passing over Thule occurs well upstream in regions close to the cusp and dawn sector auroral zone. This is consistent with the relatively small magnitude of the ion drag forcing term in Figure  12 and supports the idea that the polar cap air is basically coasting across the region (i,e., with no large net in situ acceleration). 
